GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR GALE COLLECTIONS

When your academic institution partners with Gale, you have access to ongoing services and expert guidance to ensure you’re fully supported when using our platform or collections. Connect with Gale’s Academic Outreach and Engagement Team to get personalized support integrating digital collections into research and instruction across your campus.

Our team works with libraries and liaisons to drive usage and awareness of Gale collections through collaborative engagement opportunities with faculty and students. We help librarians across North America integrate databases, primary sources, and eBook content into instruction. Your library can leverage bespoke training, LibGuide support, research guide development, webinars, course and research alignments, and more.

With ongoing support, you can provide the access and knowledge users need to enhance research, teaching, and learning on your campus.

EXPLORE ACADEMIC OUTREACH & ENGAGEMENT SERVICES

TRAINING
- Virtual workshops and trainings; custom-designed sessions based on discipline/course needs, supporting students, faculty, and library programs
- Front-of-class and on-site workshops and trainings
- Asynchronous learning through training tutorial videos, recorded webinars, and product documentation
- Live webinars for higher education professionals

BESPOKE COLLECTIONS SUPPORT
- On-demand collections support; expert guidance to answer questions about collection content and your current holdings
- Subject guide development assistance on topics of interest
- Reproducible LibGuides that are relevant to your institution’s needs and holdings
- Course alignments and faculty research areas alignment
- Case studies and best practices from other institutions and instructors

COLLECTIONS AWARENESS & DISCOVERY
- Audits and creation of import files to aid discovery through your A-to-Z list
- Customization of your Gale resources to maximize their place in your discovery service of choice
- Guidance setting up resources in your learning management system (LMS)
- Assistance customizing your collection preferences in Gale Admin

PROMOTIONAL SUPPORT FOR COLLECTIONS
- Digital toolkits, imagery, social media posts
- Printable bookmarks and posters
- Suggestions to connect resources to new audiences

GALE
Gale, here for everyone.
“It was clear that Anne [Gale trainer, Academic Outreach & Engagement] had spent a lot of time reviewing all our Gale resources prior to the training. She did a great job giving us a high-level overview of everything we have access to and how they are (and aren’t) connected. The databases that she chose to demonstrate in closer detail were a perfect representation to show us how to make the most out of the available features in the different types of products. In particular, I hadn’t realized there was a reverse color option which can be very helpful when looking at primary sources. There was a lot of information to cover in our hour session and Anne did a great job not overwhelming us and keeping to the scheduled meeting time. All the meeting attendees will be more proficient at helping our patrons use these resources which is great.”

—Samantha Martin, Instructional Technology Librarian, Washington & Jefferson College

“As a digital humanities librarian, I can confidently say that the Gale team’s support in providing tailored trainings for our institution has been exceptional. They understood our needs, collaborated closely with us, and offered trainings tailored to both students/researchers as well as instructors looking to teach with the platform. The engaging sessions, flexible scheduling, and ongoing support have allowed us to integrate the Gale Digital Scholar Lab into our digital scholarship program seamlessly. I wholeheartedly recommend the Gale Digital Scholar Lab to any academic institution seeking to enhance research and scholarship through digital humanities exploration. Their support has been invaluable to our success.”

—Molly Castro, Digital Humanities Librarian, Florida International University

“The representatives on Gale’s Academic Engagement & Outreach team went to outstanding lengths to support our recent database assessment project, making short work of our efforts to assess diversity, equity, and inclusion in our holdings. They produced an easily comprehensible report that applied a detailed and sensitive interpretation of our needs, which helped alleviate the assessment workload for our department. Their extensive support and continual follow-up has built a positive partnership that I look forward to continuing.”

—Megan Goldfarb, Collections, Discovery and Budget, Collection Analysis and Investment, Virginia Commonwealth University